The loan-to-value ratio is the key to decide bank facing different degree of credit risk, which directly affect the profitability of the bank. In order to avoid bank's losses accused by inventory financing due to credit risk, this paper chooses the loan-to-value ratio as the research object supposed that Credit risk events follow Poisson distribution. By the model construction, the bank can get best ratio under different credit risk. The research results provide important practical significance for bank to make decisions about the best loan-to-value ratio in the inventory financing business of the loan enterprises.
Introduction
In the bank's inventory pledge business, the most common is the credit risk occurred between banks and borrowing enterprises. Therefore, the choice of loan-to-value ratio is not only beneficial for banks to make the best choice based on the expected profit maximization, but also can effectively help SMEs overcome financial difficulties. From the perspective of financing loans, which focuse on credit risk, a static inventory rate model with credit risk is established, which focuses on how to make the decision of loan-to-value ratio under different credit risks. The goal is to effectively reduce the credit risk of the banks in the inventory financing business, and to improve banks' achievement.
For the Study on the loan-to-value ratio, both domestic and foreign scholars have provided different research ideas, mainly divided into two major ideas: Structural thinking and simplified thinking. loan-to-value ratio as the research object, adopted loan-to-value ratio model under different mortgage modes by model construction. Among them, the author adopted the simplified idea, set the default probability as a constant, then got the best loan-to-value ratio.
Based on the above scholars' researches, from the angle of using credit rating to consider the financing loan, the possible credit risk is regarded as the Poisson distribution, which is close to the reality, and established the inventory loan-to-value ratio model based on credit risk.
Last, focusing on the expected return and volatility on the ending price of stocks、the credit rating index θ, and default times h respectively are how to influence loan-to-value ratio in inventory financing business. In view of the above research ideas: the following assumptions are proposed:
Hypothesis 1: banks have a full credit rating system, and the credit rating index θ is divided into four grades, namely 1,2,3,4. both the bank and the borrower are risk neutral. 
F y is corresponding probability distribution function.
Model constructions
At the end of inventory financing, two cases may occur in the model. .therefore, the borrower have two options, one is default with probability ( ) p θ ,bank's profit led by default is ( ) ( )
. conversely , Another option is to comply with the agreement, its probability is e θ − , in this case, bank's profit is ( ) ( ) ( )
In summary, we can obtain the expected profit of the bank as: 
So we can get the inventory loan-to-value ratio model: ( In addition, the Y's final price follows lognormal distribution, namely
is the probability density function, 
Conclusions
This paper analyzes the choice of loan-to-value ratio for the different levels of credit risk .We can draw the following conclusions from the model: With Logarithmic yield and Logarithmic volatility increase, The best loan-to-value ratio will increase accordingly; The impact of default events on the best loan-to-value ratio is as follows: Consider it as a whole, with PD of borrowing ventures increase, bet the best loan-to-value ratio will decrease; Concrete influence: With the increase of credit rating index of loan enterprises, The best loan-to-value ratio will decrease; As the number of defaults gradually increase , The best loan-to-value ratio increases accordingly.
